
Dear friends, 

The year 2010 was been an eventful one.   

During the winter Sigrún Elva was finishing her course-work at the University (M.s. in Public 
health) and I kept on working in the bank at helping to restructure the icelandic company 
sector.  The winter-weather in the south-west (Reykjavík area) was very mild so there were 
very few skiing days.  However the nature showed its power with the two volcanic eruptions 
that broke out, the former being mainly cute and not affecting much besides the immediate 
surroundings. The latter one on the other hand, as you know, paralysed air traffic in big parts 
of the world with the massive ash clouds and farmers in the area were hit hard as well. We 
were not personally affected in any way by this though. 

On the 11th of May our third son, Daði Pétur, was born.  He was born with a full head of 
ginger/red hair.  Besides the hair he looks a lot like me, especially when I look at my old baby 
pictures.  So far Daði has been very well “behaved” which helps when you´re dealing with 3 
boys from 7 months to 5 year old.  Óttar Páll and Elías are very kind to their brother, but his 
addition to the family does sometimes cause some tension between the two older ones.  
Óttar Páll has joined the little boy´s football(soccer)-team as well as gymnastics and Elías 
attends a weekly session of “sport school” for toddlers where they can run around, jump and 
play together.   

We spent some time at our cottage in the Vestfjords in  July and 
August with the family, but as there is still some work to be done I 
spent some extra time there working at the house, which should 
be finished next summer.  We managed to go on two fishing trips 
with Daði and one with the whole crowd.  Daði slept peacefully on 
the river bank or patiently watched his parents catch some salmon 
as can be seen on this picture.  As the picture shows, at two 
months age he was the size of an average salmon. 

In August the Wendel family held its first family meeting for the 
Icelandic branch of our grandfather Fredrik Wendel, who was the 
first Wendel to settle in Iceland (appr. 1880).  The meeting was held in Þingeyri in the 
Vestfjords were Fredrik ran the Danish originated Grams store.   
All in all about 60 “Wendels” and spouses,  representing 4 
generations, attended.  During the meeting we took a trip to 

Álftamýri were my great-
grandmother lived and had a 
great family dinner/party at 
Þingeyri.   

The weather was superb and the drive to Alftamyri was very 
scenic but not for small cars or people afraid of heights or 

falling rocks.    



In August I decided to quit at the bank.  The last two years have been very tough/tiring 
and I did not see things going the way I wanted.  However the resignation was in good 
cooperation with the bank and I kept on working until the end of September.  Since 
then, besides working at some independent counselling, I have relaxed with the family, 
been active in the gym, done some ptarmigan shooting at the cottage and helped our 
neighbour farmer with collecting his sheep (total of 1.700).   
 
 Sigrún Elva is now working on her M.s. thesis and will hopefully finish her degree next 
year.  Therefore I don´t intend to start looking for fulltime work until later this winter.  I 
have a chance of getting further small consulting, were I can arrange my working time 
rather freely.   
 
 
 
We wish you all a merry Christmas and a happy new year. 
 

 
 

Ari, Sigrún Elva, Óttar Páll, Elías and Daði Pétur (wearing a 119 year old 
family “christening gown”).  December 2010. 

 


